Overcoming motion challenges for first-time-right MR imaging

Bowel or respiratory motion can lead to difficulties in making a diagnosis, a need for rescanning or a loss of diagnostic confidence. MultiVane XD helps to get first-time-right image quality in the presence of motion.

Motion can be a challenge, especially when imaging the abdominal area. MultiVane XD is helping clinicians at Radiologie am St Joseph Stift to get abdominal imaging right the first time, with an extended reconstruction algorithm that reduces motion-related artifacts. It is a key component in the fast liver exam that the site routinely uses.
Peter Baumann, MD, completed his medical studies at RWTH Aachen in 1994. His residency was done in the Radiology department at Bremen-Nord Clinic, and he became a radiologist in 2001 at Radiologie am St. Joseph Stift Bremen, specializing in MRI and CT.

“There’s no rescanning necessary, because there are very few or virtually no artifacts.”
More confidence in difficult patients
“Our way of working has changed since we implemented MultiVane XD. For instance, in consulting with other clinicians, we are confident to recommend more often MRI instead of CT for liver examinations in difficult patients who cannot cooperate properly. Before using MultiVane XD, we used to do CT scans with a short breathhold, but we prefer good liver MRI with different contrasts over a CT scan.”

“The robust performance of the MultiVane XD protocol also makes a difference for our staff. With high image quality results our technologists don’t need to ask the radiologist if they have to repeat a scan or use other sequences.”

“With MultiVane XD motion correction, we get excellent images.”

An efficient comprehensive liver exam
“Our liver exams are quite fast,” says Dr. Baumann “if the patient tolerates it, we use an arms-up position to reduce the FOV and speed up the exam with dS SENSE.”

“We acquire one transversal high resolution T2-weighted sequence with 3 mm slice thickness, for example for pancreas or liver lesions. Then we also add a T2 fat suppressed MultiVane XD SPIR sequence. We perform these two routinely in our liver imaging. We use high dS SENSE factors to significantly shorten scan times to 2-4 minutes, which can improve our protocol; it’s a very robust scan.”

“We include mDIXON for the dynamic sequences because of the robust and homogeneous fat suppression we get with that. We had been using eTHRIVE, but we are now quite happy with

Liver MRI of patient with rectum cancer
A 74-year-old male with rectum cancer and known hepatic metastases underwent chemotherapy and liver resection. MRI with MultiVane XD motion correction was performed for staging. Liver images show the known large metastasis, but also new small lesions are seen. Such small lesions are difficult to detect using ultrasound, so being able to apply motion correction to MRI was important for diagnosing this patient.

MRI on Ingenia 1.5T with dS Torso coil solution. T2W MultiVane XD with voxel size 1.0 x 1.0 x 5.0 mm and scan time 2:27 min.
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mDIXON. Sometimes we use a medication to calm the bowels, to further improve the image quality.”

First-time-right scanning

“MultiVane XD contributes to getting the images right the first time. Usually there’s no rescanning necessary, because there are very few or virtually no artifacts from movement.”

“We are more confident in our diagnosis if we don’t have to rescan the patient and compare it to other studies; this liver exam gives us good image quality in a faster time than the default system’s approach with arms down. That makes a difference for the patients, too. The shorter scan times, especially with the high dS SENSE factors, shorten the duration of the total examination. At the same time it’s more comfortable for the patient, to rest normally without holding the breath, just relaxing.”

A must-have for everyone?

“I would absolutely recommend to other sites to implement MultiVane XD with dS SENSE in their abdominal cases, as it’s brilliant for robust, motion-corrected abdominal imaging. It provides us with excellent image quality with high resolution in a short time,” says Dr. Baumann. “I would advise using MultiVane XD for T2 and T2 fat suppressed high quality imaging for almost every liver case.”

“We are more confident in our diagnosis if we don’t have to rescan the patient.”

Pancreas tumor with metastases

A 61-year-old patient with pancreas cancer and lymph node and liver metastases underwent MRI for first staging after chemotherapy. The tumor is visualized in the head of the pancreas, surrounded by the lymph node metastases and one liver metastasis. T2-weighted MultiVane XD images and T2W SPIR show the size of the tumor regression. Together with diffusion and dynamic imaging this exam provides excellent image quality and gives us a confident measurement for staging.

MRI on Ingenia 1.5T with dS Torso coil solution. T2W MultiVane XD with voxel size 1.0 x 1.0 x 5.0 mm and scan time 2:37 min.